Bringing The Lightning Path to Higher Consciousness to everyone.
WHAT IS KUNDALINI SOFTWARE?

Kundalini Software is a Cleveland-based startup company founded by Benjamin Pritchard and Michael Sharp. Our passion is to distribute The Lightning Path, which is a modern form of self-actualization that puts higher consciousness within the reach of everyone.

Kundalini Software is part of StartMart, located in Terminal Tower in downtown Cleveland, Ohio.

Kundalini Software was founded in 2008. First round funding was acquired through private investment; second round funding is currently being sought.
WHAT IS THE LIGHTNING PATH (LP)?

The LP is a modern form of yoga, or self actualization. The LP safely and reliably facilitates the descent of higher consciousness into our bodies.

The LP is the Next Big Thing.

The LP is a disruptive technology that helps people more fully become themselves, while simultaneously empowering them to more fully control their own life experience.

The Lightning Path consists of audio, video, printed, and online resources, and has been in development for more than 15 years.

The LP can be likened to a real life version of NTZ-48 from the movie Limitless!
WHAT IS HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS?

Imagine the body as a glass, and consciousness as the water that fills the glass.

The amount of consciousness present in the body at any given time is quantified as a number between 0 and 100%, referred to as a consciousness quotient.

Normal consciousness represents our normal day-to-day levels of consciousness.

Higher consciousness is what results when higher than average amounts of consciousness are present in the body.

Various spiritual practices and crown activating substances such as THC or LSD are examples of ways to increase consciousness quotient.

The Lightning Path is another way. It is a safe, proven and effective way to dramatically increase consciousness quotient.
Benjamin Pritchard is a student of Dr. Michael Sharp. Benjamin founds Kundalini Software to begin distributing Dr. Sharp’s content (which may collectively be referred to as "The Lightning Path") in the form of apps for sale on Google Play and Apple Store.

StartMart
2016

First Round Funding
2017

Second Round Funding
2018

The search for second round funding is underway!

Founding
2013

Enough private investment funding is acquired for Kundalini Software to become Benjamin’s full-time job.
MEET BENJAMIN PRITCHARD

Background: Embedded firmware, real-time closed-loop control systems, and systems integration.

Team lead on systems integration projects world-wide.

Extensive international travel experience.

Successful leadership of projects in the United States, Mexico, Canada, France, Hong Kong, India, China, and South Korea.

Teacher of Kundalini Yoga, graduate of the Nada School of Yoga, Rishikesh, India.

Classical Pianist, student of Nicholas Constantinidis.

Ambidexterity coach, juggler, marathon runner, and proud father & husband.

Member of Lightning Path Core Team.
MEET MICHAEL SHARP

Dr. Michael Sharp is a Sociologist who, after a series of powerful mystical experiences in 2003, became a Mystic and began an academic and Mystical Exploration of Reality.

Michael Sharp is the progenitor of The SpiritWiki, creator of The Lightning Path, and the author of books and resources exploring God, Consciousness, Ideology, Reality, and the nature of Creation.
THE LIGHTNING PATH APP

The Lightning Path App is a user’s day-to-day window into the powerful and transformative energies of the Lightning Path.

1. Available for both Android and iOS devices for a nominal fee.

2. Provides a constantly updated, scrollable feed of Lightning Path content and educational materials.

3. Provides access to the entire Lightning Path Corpus, implemented using in-app purchases.
AVAILABLE ON ALL PLATFORMS

Apple Store

Google Play

Microsoft Store

Amazon.com
While the main language of the Lightning Path App will always be English, localized versions also exist with all app content translated into Simplified Chinese, Urdu, Russian, and Korean.

Additional translation work is currently in progress.
Aimed at the spiritually novice mass market, and designed to introduce the world to authentic spirituality this book series provides basic concepts and solid foundations upon which one can transform thinking, shift behavior, and achieve rapid progress forward.

Lightning Path Books
Aimed at the interested initiate, and designed to work in both individual and group settings, this book series provides grounded and accessible vocabulary, as well as concepts, and techniques for personal and global transformation.

Triumph Of The Spirit Books
Aimed at the intermediate level spiritual student, this book series takes aim at planetary archetypes. With the LP mantra “As above in consciousness, so below in matter in mind,” and with view towards activation and empowerment, this series heals toxic thinking and removes toxic archetypes, bringing the student one step closer to transformation and transcendence. Series includes the r/evolutionary Halo/Sharp Triumph of Spirit archetype cards.

Book Of Light Book Series
The Book of Light is a four volume cosmological/theological treatise. In the tradition of the Book of Genesis, the Sepher Yetzirah, and the Baghavad Gita, the Book of Light represents the basic truth or our shared collective divinity, the profoundly spiritual nature of the physical universe, and our glorious mission of creation.

Ascension Book Series
The ascension series provides advanced spiritual training by addressing common, and ancient, spiritual knowledge. Topics addressed include ascension, chakra and kundalini activation, and advanced spiritual practices. The series included The Book of Life: Ascension and the Divine World, Dossier of the Ascension: A Practical Guide to Chakra and Kundalini Activation, The Book of Magic, and more..

Children’s Books
The Lightning Path Children’s book series teaches children about the divinity inside in a language, and at a level, appropriate for all ages.
The **Lightning Path App** is available for purchase from the [Google Play](https://play.google.com) and [Apple Stores](https://itunes.apple.com) for a nominal fee.

**App Purchases**

Inside the **Lightning Path App**, a user is able to purchase individual books from the entire **Lightning Path Corpus**.

The app serves as a convenient place to discover, purchase, and read all Lightning Path books.

Additionally, in-app narration of each title is available, allowing the books to be consumed in an audio-only format.

**In-App Purchases**

By tying into the server infrastructure implemented on the main Lightning Path website, app users are also able to purchase **Lightning Path Network Memberships**, which gives access to all Lightning Path content for a recurring monthly fee.

**Subscription Fees**
Higher Consciousness is Real

**Consciousness Quotient** (CQ) is a number between 0 (dead) and 100 (full) designed to represent the amount of *Monadic Consciousness* present in the physical body at any given moment.

CQ can be conceptualized using the *Water Glass Metaphor*, where a CQ of 100 is equal to a full glass, and a CQ of 50 is equal to half a glass.

**The Lightning Path** provides concepts which help align the physical body with its own higher consciousness, which leads to a dramatic increase in CQ.

Higher CQ levels correlate with *increased intelligence, charisma, quality of life, well-being, and self-empowerment* for each individual.

---

The Lightning Path is The Next Big Thing

Thousands of years ago we had governments, poverty, war, famine, and exploitation; today, we have the same. For thousands of years, religious and scientific leaders have offered explanations, but none of their answers seem to satisfy, much less make a difference.

Despite utopian technological advance and abundance beyond measure, things don’t seem to change.

However, an entirely different future for humanity is now unfolding because the technology to reconnect with *Higher Consciousness* has become widely available. That technology is called **The Lightning Path**.

This vision, this message, is not to good too be true! In fact, we have the technology, we have the capability, we have the power, the people are willing, and the planet is ready. All that’s needed is a flash.

In development for nearly fifteen years, **The Lightning Path** is that flash.

**The Lightning Path is The Next Big Thing.**
MEET THE KUNDALINI DREAM TEAM

BENJAMIN PRITCHARD
Founder, Kundalini Software

DR. MICHAEL SHARP
Architect, The Lightning Path

OLGA PRITCHARD
Chief Translation Officer

C ANTHONY HARRIS
Promotion

KIKO ELLSWORTH
Media

ASIF SERAJE
IOS Development Lead

MORGAN ZELMER
Art Form Yoga

SVEN HOMAN
E-Commerce Advisor
MEET THE KUNDALINI DREAM TEAM

GEORGIOS SKIADAS
Marketing, Sales

SHANE CARLIN
Teacher, Kundalini Yoga

MIKE DEFORD
VP, Aviation

MONA KATAWI
Lightning Path Executive Editor

MARCUS LYONS
Special Education

DR. JANICE KREINER
Special Education

KUMAR PRATYUSH
Business Development, India

BHARAT KUMAR
Web Development
**LIGHTNING PATH ONLINE RESOURCES**

**lightningpath.org/**
The Main Lightning Path website, provides access to all Lightning Path student materials for a nominal monthly fee.

**spiritwiki.lightningpath.org/**
The Spirit Wiki is the online encyclopedia of Lightning Path spirituality, and provides canonical definitions of all Lightning Path concepts.

**tosas.lightningpath.org/**
The Triumph of Spirit Archetype System (TOSAS) presents the New Energy Archetypes of the Lightning Path.

**kundalini.mn.co/**
The Kundalini Social Network provides a constantly updated feed of Lightning Path content and educational materials.

**michaelsharp.org/**
The personal website of Dr. Michael Sharp provides access to Lightning Path books, poetry, articles, and user forums.

**kundalinisoftware.com/**
The main Kundalini Software website provides information on the products and services offered by Kundalini Software.
Kundalini Software and Systems Integration, LLC.

50 Public Square, #200
Cleveland, Ohio
44113

(330)689-8108

support@kundalinisoftware.com

www.kundalinisoftware.com